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The present invention relates to calculating 
machines adapted to perform the four cardinal 
calculations and combinations thereof, and par 
ticularly to the type embodying an actuator into 
which values may be set by a plurality of keys, 
and from which said values are transferred to 
the numeral wheels of an accumulator register 
to perform the calculation. 

It is an object of the present invention to pro 
vide a V type selection bar that can be oper 
ated with the minimum of key resistance. 

It is another object of the invention to pro 
vide means whereby a settable selecting mech 

, anism is restored by power to Zero position Sub 
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sequent to the key releasing operation which is 
effected during One rotation of the actuator in 
either direction while the add key is maintained 
in its depressed position. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide means whereby said restoring mechanism 
is disabled upon depression of an automatic mul 
tiplier key during the performance of multiple 
addition during all but the last rotation of the 
actuator. s 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide means whereby depression of the clear key 
releases all keys of the keyboard and restores the 
selecting mechanism to zero. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

means whereby the selecting mechanism is nor 
mally locked in Zero position but is adapted for 
release upon depression of a key acting thereon. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide an improved multiplier mechanism which 
is completely inoperative except in a multiplica 
tion operation and which is adapted for smooth 
and positive operation. 
Other objects will appear as this description 

progreSSeS. 
The machine embodying the present invention 

is of the general type shown in the patent to 
Friden Number 1,643,710 dated September 27th, 
1927, to which reference is herein made for dis 
closure of a complete calculating machine includ 
ing mechanisms not specifically described herein. 
It is to be understood, however, that although 
the invention is shown applied to a machine of 
the general type shown in said patent, it is mani 
fest that the invention is applicable in any ma 
chine having a differentially set selecting mech 
anism or any suitable form of calculating mech 
anism. 
The invention possesses a plurality of advan 

tageous features, some of which will be set forth 
in full in the following description, and while 

(C. 235-79) 
the preferred construction thereof is shown in 
the drawings accompanying said description, it 
is understood that the invention is capable of 
modification within the scope of the claims. 
In the accompanying drawings: 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal section through the 

machine looking from the right showing the 
actuator and selecting mechanism therefor. 

Figure 2 is a section showing the construction 
of the accumulator register and its relative posi 
tion with the actuator. 

Figure 3 is a longitudinal section showing the 
clear key construction as viewed from the right. 

Figure 4 is a longitudinal right section show 
ing the add key and its associated mechanism. 

Figure 5 is a front view of one of the drive 
shafts with the selecting bar power restoring can 
shown in Section. 

Figure 6 is a perspective view of said power 
restoring cam shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 7 is a longitudinal section looking from 
the right showing the keyboard release mech 
anism and controls therefor. 

Figure 8 is a longitudinal section from the 
right showing the multiplier keys and their con 
trol over the selecting bar power restoring mech 
anism. 

Figure 9 is a section taken on the line 8-8 
of Figure 1. 

Figure 10 is a longitudinal right Section show 
ing the settable selecting mechanism of the nul 
tiplier mechanism and the automatic control unit 
associated therewith. 

Figure 11 is a longitudinal right section dis 
closing the connection between the multiplier 
keys and the actuating clutch. 

Figure 12 is a right side elevation of the auto 
matic control unit in the position the parts there 
of assume at the end of the second actuation 
when the '3' multiplier key is depressed, a part 
of the supporting plate being broken away to 
better disclose the actuating means for said 
unit. 

Figure 13 is a left side elevation of the auto 
matic control unit with the parts in the same 
position as in Figure 12. 

Figure 14 is a left side elevation of the auto 
matic control unit showing the parts in the po 
sition assumed at the middle of the last actua 
tion determined by a multiplier key, in this in 
stance the '3' key. 

Calculating machines heretofore have been 
provided with V-type selection bars in which the 
angle under lying any one key is complementary 
to the distance of travel effected to the bar by 
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2 
said key, and the key must necessarily move the 
bar against a spring tension Sufficiently strong to 
restore the selecting mechanism to zero quickly 
enough to permit a speedy resetting from a key 
of a high denomination to a key of a low de 
nomination. A selecting bar of this type is shown 
in the patent to Friden, Number 1830,161, dated 
November 3, 1931, and in the Canadian Letters 
Patent to Friden, Number 286,771, dated January 
29th, 1929. A study of this type of selecting bar 
Will show that the frictional and mechanical con 
tact between the bar and the several keys is also 
complementary which effects an undesirable key 
board touch. 
The present invention provides a positive action 

of the several keys on the selecting mechanism so 
that selection from one key to another may be 
made, regardless of denomination, without the 
provision of the heretofore necessary springs to 
obtain a quick restoration of the selecting mecha 
nism to Zero position at the end of a calculation, 
the Same being effected through power from the 
machine during the final movement of the actu 
ator from the end of digitation to its centralizing 
point. To add further to a lighter touch of the 
Several keys, the Selecting bar shown in connec 
tion with the present invention has identical 
angles underlying all keys with like angles pro 
vided on the lower extremity of the key stems 
contacting them, thereby obtaining a smooth fric 
tional Surface of identical area and coefficient of 
friction in each case. 
The present invention is also provided with 

means for latching the selecting bars in their 
Zero posititon which also serve to prevent rebound 
when the selecting bars are quickly restored to 
Zero position through the power control therefor. 
It will also be noted that the selecting bars of the 
present invention are supported on swinging links 
which also aid materially in obtaining lighter key 
depression. 

Accumulator register and actuator therefor 
The accumulator register shown in connection 

with the present invention is identical in con 
Struction with that shown in the Friden Patent 
Number 1,643,710, in which a plurality of numeral 
wheels are mounted on a movable carriage which, 
for the purpose of making direct action of the 
selected values on the numeral wheels of highest 
value possible, is disposed in parallel displaceable 
relation with the value selecting mechanism axis. 
This register comprises a plurality of numeral 
wheels 40 (Figure 2) rotatably mounted adja 
cent each other on a shaft 402 which shaft is 
journaled in the movable carriage 400. Each of 
these numeral wheels is provided with a fixed gear 
40 A continuously in mesh with an intermediate 
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gear 403 through which it is driven by the actu 
ator segment. A spring pressed pawl 404 which 
engages the fixed gear 40A of each numeral 
wheel permits step-by-step movement of Said 
numeral wheel and serves to maintain Said 
numeral wheel in correct alignment to be engaged 
by the actuator segment. Each numeral wheel is 
also provided with the usual transfer lever 406 
which is thrown out when said numeral wheel 
passes from zero to nine or from nine to Zero to 
effect a transfer of one increment to the next 
higher numeral wheel. The manner in which 
this transfer is effected through the engagement 
of the transfer lever 406 with one of the transfer 
pins 300 of the actuator disc, is well known in the 
art and fully described in the above-mentioned patent. 

2,217,195 
The actuating mechanism shown in Figures 1 

and 2 of the present drawings is an improvement 
over that shown in the patent to Friden Number 
1,643,710, and is described in full in the copending 
application of Friden, Number 456,843, dated May 
29th, 1930, issued as Patent No. 1,993,834. In 
stead of the sliding arcuate gear segment shown 
in said patent, the present invention comprises 
an actuator having a pivoted gear segment 30 
(Figure 2) pivoted on the actuator disc 302 at 303 
and provided with a roller 304 which is disposed 
between the sides of a continuous drum cam 305 
(Figure 1) provided with an abrupt rise 305A 
which effects a quickly accelerated movement to 
the gear segment 30 from its retracted radial 
position to its extended radial position in one 
direction, and vice versa in the opposite direction 
during the time that gear segment 30 is being 
revolved about the axis of the actuator shaft. It 
is obvious that the gear segment can be projected 
to or withdrawn from its extended radial position 
at any set time relative to the intermediate gear 
403 of the accumulator register, merely by rotat 
ing the abrupt rise 305A of the drum can 305 to 
any one of a plurality of different positions where 
means are provided for locking the same during 
the course of a calculating operation, thus making 
it possible for any number of teeth of the gear 
segment 30 to act on the intermediate gear 403, 
thereby displacing said gear any predetermined 
number of circular pitch distances which is equiv 
alent to a like number of digits of the numeral 
Wheels. 

Selecting mechanism 
As mentioned above, Selection of values in the 
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present machine is effected through counter 
clockwise rotation of the cam 305 (Figure 1), any 
predetermined number of increments from its 
Original Zero position. This is accomplished by 
means of a gear 306 which is fixed to the side of 
the can and held constantly in mesh with an 
arcuate rack 307 provided on the upper end of a 
Selection lever 308 which is journaled on ball bear 
ings at 309 which in this case is a transverse shaft 
fixed in the machine. The selection lever 308 is 
connected with a selection bar 32 by a link 30 
Which is journaled on the selecting lever at 308A 
and On the bar at 3 f. The selection bar 32 is 
Suspended from the key section frame 314 by 
means of two depending links 33 which are jour 
naled at their upper ends to the key section frame 
34 and journaled at their lower ends to the 
Selection bar 32, so that said selection bar is 
adapted to Swing from one extreme position to 
the other with the least amount of frictional 
resistance. The upper edge of the selecting bar 
32 is provided with a plurality of equally spaced 
V-slots, the angled sides of which are identical 
throughout the length of the bar, the angle of said 
Sides being 45 degrees in this case. The V-slots 
underlie a plurality of keys 35 which are nor 
mally held in their elevated position by a series of 
Springs 36 and are adapted to be locked in their 
depressed position by a lock bar 3 which is 
forced to the rear against the compression of 
spring 38 by the angled side of the key projection 
35A and urged forward to be disposed on top of 
the said projection by the spring 38 when the key 
reaches its full depressed position, thereby lock 
ing the key in said position until another key is 
depressed, which moves the bar to effect release 
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of the first depressed key, or until such bar is 
moved to the rear by other instrumentalities 
which will be described hereinafter. The spacing 
of these keys in their supporting frame 34 is 75   
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2,217,195 
proportionately greater than the spacing of the 
angled V-slots on the slide 32 underlying them so 
that depression of the 9 key will move said bar 
nine increments, and depression of the 3 key will 
In Ove Said bar three increments, and so forth. 
Since the selecting bars 3f2 then can be moved 
any predetermined number of longitudinal incre 
ments through the depression of the proper key, 
it is obvious that a like number of rotational 
increments will be transferred to the box cam 305 
through the connection described above, and the 
abrupt rise 305A of said box cam will time the 
election and withdrawal relative to the carriage 
intermediate gear 403 so that the numeral delin 
eated on said depressed key will be equal to the 
number of teeth of the gear segment 30 that will 
Contact the intermediate gear 403, thereby rotat 
ing the numeral wheel 40 an equal number of 
digits. 
Means are provided whereby the selection from 

One key to another is a positive action of smooth 
ly matched surfaces in either direction, and any 
depressed key locks its selection against further 
movement or Overthrow in either direction. This 
is accomplished through the provision of simi 
larly angled sides 32A and 3 2B of each V slot, 
each of which is always contacted by an equally 
angled surface on the lower extremity of the key 
stem. The side 32B is always used for making 
Selection from a lower to a higher denomination, 
while the side 32A is always used for making se 
lection from a higher to a lower denomination. 
Upon depression of the key to its fullest extent, 
the lower extremity is disposed in a square-sided 
slot 32C which blocks the slide from further 
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movement in either direction and also affords a 
means for final adjustment in manufacture, due 
to accumulated errors in assembling, by slightly 
bending the lower extremity of said key stem in 
One direction or the other to rectify said errors, 
The fact that the depth of the slot 32C is not 
limited also does away with the necessity of hold 
ing said key stems to a precision length. It will 
be noted that since all angles in the V-slot of 
the slide 32 are equal and all contacting sur 
faces between the key stems and sides of said 
angular slots are also equal, the only possible 
difference in resistance in depression of the sev 
eral keys will be due to the different distances 
that the depression of said keys move the select 
ing bar 32 and its associated Selecting mecha 
nism. Therefore, since key resistance during a 
selection from one to nine and from nine to One 
is practically identical, it is evident that consid 
ering the several keys as a whole, an average key 
resistance is distributed throughout the entire 
keyboard and this key resistance, due to the ab 
sence of springs and other counteracting devices, 
has been found to be approximately one-third 
that of similar selecting mechanism in prior cal 
culating machines. 
Means have been provided whereby the digit 

selected for registration on the accumulating reg 
lster during the performance of a calculating op 
eration is displayed to the operator. This is ef 
fected by provision of a segment 320 (Figure 1) 
fixed to the drum cam 3D and having the nu 
merals from zero to nine inclusive delineated 
thereon. A window 32 provided in the casing of 
the machine is of sufficient width to display only 
one of said numerals at a time and the angular 
displacement of the segment 2, due to a similar 
displacement of the drum can OS during selec 
tion, places a numeral corresponding to that de 

3 
lineated on the depressed key opposite the win 
dow 32 and in view of the operator. 
Means are provided whereby all selecting bars 

are automatically locked against rebound when 
returned to Zero position and Said lock is ar 
ranged to maintain its locking effectiveness until 
a new selection is made by depression of one of 
the keys 35 which is the only means by which 
said lock can be released. This lock is in the 
form of a bellcrank 322 (Figure 1) which is jour 
naled on the key section frame at 34A, and 
which is provided on its vertical extremity with 
a lateral projection 322A which is disposed in a 
slot in the key locking bar 37 and provided on 
its horizontal extremity with a notch 322B which 
is adapted to engage a laterally extending portion 
32D of the selection bar 32. It is evident that 
by depression of a key the projection 35A on 
said key will through the rearward movement of 
slide 37, cause a clockwise oscillation of the bell 
crank 322, thereby lifting its horizontal extremity 
clear of the lateral projection 32D, permitting 
the bar 32 to be moved to the rear upon further 
depression of said key. The construction of this 
mechanism is such that even though the horizon 
tal extremity of the bell crank 322 is riding on 
top of the lateral projection 3 2D of the slide, 
sufficient spare movement is permitted so that 
the key lock bar 37 will engage half of the top 
of the projection 35A on the depressed key, 
thereby locking the depressed key in its de 
pressed position, It will be noted that in making 
selections from One key to another the horizon 
tal arm of the bellcrank 322 will merely ride the 
top of the projection 32D and will not interfere 
with movement of the selecting bar 32. How 
ever, when all keys are released and the bar 32 
is returned to its zero position where it is ar 
rested by the projection 305B of the box cam 
305 contacting the upper end of the locking pawl 
BO, or the lower extremity 808B of the selecting 
ever 308 contacting the Zero stop 308C, the hori 
zontal extremity of bell crank 322 is immediately 
forced down by the spring 38 of the lock bar 37 
until the notch 322B engages the projection 32D 
of the selection bar 32, thereby blocking any 
rearward movement of the selection bar 32 
caused by rebound of the several stopping means. 

Add key 
A special key 250 (Figures 4 and 7) designated 

as the "Add key" is provided to control the vari 
ous mechanisms in the performance of addition. 
This key is pivoted at 25 to a lever 252 pivoted 
at 253 and supported by spring 254. The upper 
end of the key stem is provided with a notch 
250A adapted to engage the cover plate upon de 
pression of said key to retain it in depressed or 
operative position. The spring 254, in addition 
to holding the add key and the lever 252 in their 
elevated position, tends to rock the key into latch 
ing position due to the manner in which it is ten 
sioned between the lower end of the key stem 
and a fixed portion of the machine. 
The primary function performed by the add 

key while it is maintained in its depressed posi 
tion is to effect release of the depressed selection 
keys of the keyboard during the first rotation of 
the actuator in either direction. All depressed 
keys of the keyboard may be released simultane 
ously by means of a gate 2 (Figures 1, 3 and 7) 
extending the entire width of the machine upon 
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the side frames of which it is pendulously sup 
ported at either end. The lower half of this gate 
lies immediately in front of and in contact with 
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4 
the forward ends of the plurality of key locking 
bars 37 in such a manner that counter-clockwise 
Oscillation of Said gate will result in its moving 
all key locking bars 37 to the rear to effect re 
lease of any depressed key in each key section. 
The power necessary to effect this counter-clock 
wise oscillation of the gate 255 is provided by a 
pitman 256 journaled at its rearward end on an 
eccentric 251 fixed to one of the main drive shafts 
and slidably Supported at its forward end on One 
end of the Stud 25 fixed in the add key stem, 
The eccentric 257 makes one complete rotation 
for each rotation of the actuator, consequently 
effecting one complete oscillation of the pitman 
256 to the rear and back. While the add key 250 
is maintained in its elevated, inoperative posi 
tion, the Oscillation of the pitman 256 is rendered 
ineffective due to the fact that the add key holds 
the forward hooked end 256A of the pitman 256 
out of contact with the gate 250. However, when 
the add key 250 is maintained in its depressed po 
sition, the hooked end 256A of the pitman is low 
ered a sufficient distance to contact the gate 255 
resulting in a rearward OScillation of said gate 
for each rotation of the actuator. Thus it is ob 
vious that the entire keyboard is cleared, i. e., 
all depressed keys released, at the termination of 
each rotation of the actuator in either direction 
When the add key is depressed, which is the effect 
desired during addition and subtraction opera 
tions to permit a new keyboard Setting at the end 
uf each operation. Depression of the add key 
250 also serves to connect the Selecting bar power 
restoring means which is described hereinafter. 
Pouyer restoring means for selecting mechanism. 
Means are provided whereby all selecting bars 

and their associated mechanism are restored to 
their Zero position by a special mechanism ac 
tuated by the final movement of the calculating 
mechanism during a rotation of the actuator in 
either direction. This is accomplished by means 
of a gate 325 (Figures 1 and 3) pivoted at 326 
on the base of the machine, which is of sufficient 
length to underlie all selecting bars 32, the up 
per end 325A of Said gate being adapted to con 
tact a vertical Surface 32E formed in said se 
lecting bars. The gate 325 is normally held in a 
position Such that the contacting edge 325A is a 
sufficient distance from the surface 32E of the 
Selecting bars to permit a selection of nine in 
crementS to be Set on any bar without inter 
ference from said gate. Subsequent to the auto 
matic release of all depressed keys of the keyboard 
effected by the add key being maintained in its 
depressed position as described hereinbefore, the 
gate 325 is given a quickly accelerated oscillation 
in a counter-clockwise direction as shown in Fig 
ure 1 which, through the contact of the edge 325A 
against the Surface 32E of the selecting bars, 
quickly restores all displaced selection bars to 
their zero position. The oscillation of the gate 
325 necessary to accomplish this result is obtained 
by means of a link 327 (Figure 3), the narrow 
rear end of which is disposed through an aper 
ture in the gate 325 to be journaled at 328A on 
the lower end of a depending member 328 which 
is pendulously supported on a bracket to the top 
plate of the keyboard. The forward end of the 
link 327 is journaled at 32.9A on the lower ex 
tremity of the lever 329 which is journaled inter 
mediate its end at 329B to the supporting plate 
20 fixed in the machine. The gate 325 is held 
against a shoulder 327A of the link 327 by a com 
pression spring 330 disposed around the narrow 

2,217,195 
end of the link 327 between said gate 325 and the 
depending member 328. The entire linkage ar 
rangement described is held in its normal rear 
Ward position by a spring 33 tensioned between 
the lower extremity of the lever 329 and a stud 
fixed in the machine which holds the upper ex 
tremity of the lever 329 against a stop pin 332 
which is fixed in a depending portion of the clear 
key, the operation of which will be described here 
inafter. 

It is understood, then, that the entire linkage 
System comprising the members 32, 328, and 
329 are, therefore, oscillated forwardly to effect 
a similar oscillation of the gate 325 through the 
shock-absorbing compression spring 330 which 
functions normally as a substantially rigid mo 
tion-transmitting member but is capable of yield 
ing, as a safety device, to prevent damage to 
the mechanism from shocks due to locking re 
Sulting from misoperation. The mechanism ef 
fecting this oscillation comprises a cam 333 (Fig 
ures 4, 5, and 6) loosely journaled on the drive 
shaft OO which makes one rotation for each ro 
tation of the actuator in either direction. This 
cam is provided on its periphery with an abrupt 
rise 333A adapted in the last part of the cycle 
to contact the horizontal arm of a bellcrank 334 
which is journaled in the machine at 335 and is 
held against the periphery of the cam 333 by a 
Spring 336 tensioned between the vertical ex 
tremity of said bellcrank and a stud in the ma 
chine. Journaled to the lower end of the vertical 
arm of the bellcrank 334 is a pushrod 33, a for 
ward nose 338 of which is adapted to contact a 
transversely projecting portion 328B of the de 
pending link 328 only during the performance 
of addition and subtraction. The positioning of 
the pushrod 337 is placed therefore under con 
trol of the add key 250 which, as described here 
inbefore, is maintained in its depressed position 
during the performance of these two operations. 
To accomplish this end a large headed stud 339 
is arranged to slide between the bifurcated rear 
end 252A of the lever 252 which, upon depres 
sion of the add key, is raised to its elevated posi 
tion, placing the nose 338 of the pushlink 337 into 
contacting alignment with the projection 32B of 
the depending member 328, where it is held while 
the add key 250 is latched in depressed position. 
The pushrod 337 and its nose 338 are two separate 
pieces pivotally connected at 339 with a lateral 
stud projection 338A of the nose 338 being held 
against a forward portion of the push link 337 
by a spring 340 tensioned between the top edge 
of the pushlink 337 and an expediently posi 
tioned stud on the nose 338. The reason for the 
two-part construction will be disclosed as this 
specification progresses. 
As mentioned hereinbefore, the selection re 

storing operation must necessarily occur during 
the latter part of the cycle after all depressed 
keys of the keyboard have been released regard 
less of the direction of rotation of the shaft 00 
which is reversible with the actuator. This is 
accomplished by means of the cam 333 which is 
loosely journaled on the shaft f OO and provided 
with an extended portion 333B (Figures 5 and 6) 
adapted upon rotation of the shaft to be con 
tacted by a pin 34 which is securely riveted into 
the shaft 00, and composes the driving member 
for said cam. The full cycle position of the pin 
34 is depending straight down from the under 
side of the shaft OO as shown in Figure 4, and 
at the end of a rotation of the shaft 100, the 
projection 333B of the cam 333 will be disposed 
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2,217,195 
either on one side of said pin or the other, depend 
ing upon the direction of the last rotation. In 
Figure 4, it is shown disposed on the right side 
of the pin 34, which indicates that the last rota 
tion of the shaft OO was in a counter-clockwise 
direction, since the pin must necessarily have 
driven the cam rise 333A to the point where it 
contacts and trips the bellcrank 334. If the next 
rotation of the shaft OO were now in a clockwise 
direction, the pin 34 would have to be revolved 
almost a full revolution before contacting the 
projection 333B and driving the cam rise 333A 
through to trip the bellcrank 334 which, up to 
this time, has held the cam 333 against rota 
tion due to the strength of the Spring 336. And, 
at the end of this rotation, the cam rise 333A 
would be disposed on the left side of the pin 
34, as viewed in Figure 4. However, if two con 
secutive counter-clockwise rotations should take 
place, the pin 34 would pick up the cam from 
the position in which it is now shown and carry 
it around for a full revolution during the latter 
part of which it would contact with the horizon 
tal arm of the bell crank 334, thereby tripping 
the same. 

It is obvious, then, that the clockwise oscilla 
tion imparted to the bellcrank 334 by the con 
tact of the cam rise 333A during the latter part 
of a rotational cycle following the key release op 
eration at half cycle position, will, through the 
pushrod 337 contacting the projection 328B, in 
part a forward oscillation to the gate 325, con 
sequently effecting a quickly accelerated restora 
tion to zero position of all displaced Selecting 
bars. This oscillation of the bellcrank 334, it is 
understood, is effective on the Selecting bars only 
during the time that the add key 250 is main 
tained in its depressed position, since the nose 
338 of the pushrod 337 is out of contacting align 
ment with the projection 328B of the depending 
member 328 while the add key is held in its nor 
mal elevated position. 

Automatic multiplication mechanism 
The multiplier mechanism disclosed herein is 

an improvement of the mechanisms disclosed in 
the patents to Friden Number 1,643,710, dated 
September 27th, 1927, and Number 1,651,882, 
dated December 6th, 1927. Said mechanism Com 
prises a series of keys 730 (Figures 8 and 10), 
which serve to position means to automatically 
control the number of revolutions of the actuator. 
The stems 73 of the keys 730 are mounted on a 
plate 732 by pin and slot connections 34, and are 
normally held in elevated position by a Spring 
733 attached to the lower end of the key stem and 
the upper stud 734. Means are provided for 
latching the depressed keys in depressed position 
(Figures 8 and 10). Each key stem 73 is pro 
vided at its lower end with a hook 73 A which is 
adapted to engage under a complementary hook 
T35A on the key retaining slide 735. This slide 
is mounted on the plate 732 and is normally held 
in forward position by the Spring 737 (Figures 
8 and 10). When a key is depressed, the Slide 
is noved rearwardly, and then springs forwardly 
under the influence of a spring to bring the hook 
735A over the hook 3A on the key, thus re 
taining the key in depressed position. The key 
736A at the forward end of the bank of keys 30 
is a clearance key, and its function is to move the 
slide T35 to cause the release of any key 730 
which may be held depressed. 

Each key stem 73 is provided with a laterally 
extending pin 738 which overlies a camming 

S 
notch in the differential bar 40 which is slidably 
mounted on the plate 732 (Figure 10). The slide 
T40 is moved longitudinally to different differen 
tial positions upon the depression of one of the 
keys 730, and is connected to a pin 725 (Figure 
10) on the end of a lever 720 by the link 14 which 
is adjustably connected to the front end of the 
slide 740. By connecting the link 74 to the front 
end of the slide, angular variations in the position 
thereof due to the movement of the pin T 25 about 
the fulcrum of the lever 720 are reduced to a 
minimum, thereby preventing error in the ma 
chine. By adjustably connecting the link 4 
to the slide 740, adjustment of the machine in as 
sembly is rendered simple, and it is not neces 
sary to work to extremely close limits in the man 
ufacture of the parts associated with the slide 
740. 
The slide 740 is provided on its upper surface 

with a plurality of notches 742, there being one 
notch associated with each numeral key 730. 
The notches are provided at their bases with 
sockets adapted to receive the pins 38 to ac 
curately position the slide 740, and the sides of 
the respective notches are inclined to different 
degrees to cause proper movement of the slide 
upon depression of a key, regardless of the prior 
position of the slide. 
One side of each notch 742 is given an inclina 

tion corresponding to the value of the associated 
key, and the other side of the notch is given 
an inclination corresponding to the complement 
of the value of the associated key. Depression, 
therefore, of any key causes positive movement 
of the slide to the proper differential position 
from the prior differential position in which it 
is held by a depressed key, thereby eliminating 
the necessity of returning the slide 740 to zero 
position when a key is depressed after another 
key has already been depressed. The slide is 
therefore positively moved and the lever 720 as 
sociated with said slide and with the automatic 
control unit is also positively moved to a selected 
differential position upon the depression of any 
key 730. 
Means are also provided which operate upon 

the depression of one of the numeral keys 730 
for moving the latch bar 2 (Figure 1) to dis 
engage the clutch housing and permit rotation 
of the actuator. Arranged at the side of the 
slide 740 and directly below pins T38 is a bar 
50 which is supported for parallel motion on 

the links 75, and which is normally held in ele 
wated position in contact with pins 738 by the 
Spring 62. Due to the inclination of the links 
75, depression of a key 730 causes a backward 
and downward movement of the bar 750, and this 
backward and downward movement is employed 
to move the latch bar 2. Mounted on the par 
allel motion bar 750 is a roller 753 (Figures 10 
and ll), which bears against the front face of 
a lever 754 which is secured to the shaft 23 to 
which the latch bar 2 is connected by a suit 
able arm, as shown in Figure 11. Depression of 
a numeral key 730, therefore, causes the shaft 
23 to be rocked in a clockwise direction, moving 

the latch bar 2 rearwardly to disengage the 
clutch control lever 5 from the clutch housing 

O. 
Means are provided whereby the differential po 

sitioning of the lever 20 is used to determine the 
number of actuations in accordance with the key 
depressed, and to control a stopping of the ma 
chine at the conclusion thereof. The lever 20 
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is provided at its forward end with a pin 72 
(Figures 12-14) which rides in a slot 72 of a 
slotted arm 70, the said arm being adjusted 
angularly to correspond to the angular adjust 
ment of lever 720. The slotted arm O is pivoted 
to a rack 73 which is given a step-by-step move 
ment upon successive rotations of the actuator 
by means to be later described. The arm fo 
and rack 3 are held in their normal retracted 
position by a spring 722 (Figures 10 and 12), 
which is tensioned between the rearward end of 
rack 73 and the depending arm of lever 720 (Fig 
ures 10 and 12). Said spring also serves to re 
turn the lever 720 and the slotted arm 70 to their 
normal position after release thereof from a de 
pressed key. The arm 7 O is provided with a de 
pending lug upon which is secured a pin 7 
(Figures 12-14), which is adapted to cooperate 
With a stepped plate 700. 
The stepped plate or slide 700 is provided with 

nine notches on the inclined forward face there 
of, and a Zero position, said notches correspond 
ing to the nine value keys 730. Upon depression 
of a value key 730, the arm 70 through the lever 
720 is raised to a position so that the pin 7 will 
be aligned horizontally with the step on the plate 
700 corresponding to that value represented by 
the depressed key. As shown in Figures 12 to 14, 
the said pin is horizontally aligned with the third 
step of the slide 700, which position it occupies 
when the number 3 key is depressed. The step 
by Step movement imparted to the rack 73 and 
arm O caused by each rotation of the actuator 
by means hereinafter described, is such that the 
pin T is moved into engagement with the se 
lected notch on the slide 700 during the next to 
the last rotation of said actuator, such position 
being illustrated in Figures 12 and 13. During 
the last step of movement imparted thereto, said 
pin. In OWes the Stepped slide 700 against the ten 
Sion of Spring 70 (Figures 13 and 14) to effect 
a release of the depressed key, and a disengage 
ment of the clutch, with Subsequent stopping of 
the operation and a return of all parts to normal 
The parts are shown in Figure 14 in the position 
they occupy at mid-cycle of the last rotation de 
termined. 
Means are provided for imparting step-by-step 

movement to the rack 73 and arm O upon 
Successive rotations of the actuator. Secured to 
the shaft 00, which is given one rotation for 
each rotation of the actuator, is an eccentric 
760, which is adapted to reciprocate an arm 76 
once during each cycle of operation of said shaft, 
the first half of said cycle being used for the 
advancing movement, and the last half for the 
retracting movement. Said arm T6 is pivoted 
to the supporting plate at T62 and is held in 
engagement with the eccentric 760 by a Spring 
763 (Figures 13 and 14) tensioned between an 
ear on said lever and a stud on the Supporting 
plate. 
A pawl 764 is pivoted to the lever 76f inter 

mediate its ends, said pawl being provided with 
a nose 764A (Figures 12-14) which is adapted 
to engage the teeth of rack 73. A spring 764B 
tensioned between an ear on the lever 6 and 
the rearward end of the pawl 764 tends to hold 
the nose of Said pawl in engagement with said 
rack, Said pawl 764 is normally held out of 
engagement with the rack 73 by means of a 
rearward extension 720A of the lever 720 which 
engages beneath and raises a forward extension 
764C of said pawl T 64 when the lever T20 is in 
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its normal or lowest position, as shown in Fig 
ure 10. 
The means for retaining the rack 3 and arm 

70 in advanced position is a holding pawl 765 
(Figures 12-14), said pawl being pivoted to the 
Supporting plate, and being provided with a 
tooth 765A adapted to engage the teeth of the 
rack T 3 as shown in Figure 13. Said pawl 
765 is held in engagement with a rack 73 by 
means of a spring 767 tensioned between a stud 
On the Supporting bracket and a stud on a de 
pending arm 66 pivoted to said pawl (Figures 
13 and 14). Thus pawls 764 and 765 provide a 
means for Successively advancing the rack 3 
and slide 70 until pin 7 moves the trip slide 
700. 
Means are provided for releasing the advanc 

ing and retaining pawls upon rearward move 
ment of the trip slide 700. Pivotally mounted 
on the trip slide 700 is a lever 702 (Figures 13 
and 14) having a lateral extension overlying the 
rearward end 65B of the pawl 765. The rear 
Ward edge of Said lever 702 abuts an extension 
703 of the supporting plate, so that upon rear 
ward movement of the trip side 700, to the left 
as viewed in Figures 13 and 14, the lever TO2 is 
rocked to the right, and the lateral extension 
thereof, moving against the inclined tail 65B 
of pawl 765, rocks said pawl to disengage the 
nose 765A thereof from the teeth of rack 3, 
Such position being illustrated in Figure 14. The 
nose of the pawl 765 is provided with a cam 
ming extension 765C which underlies a pin 764D 
On the nose of the advancing pawl 764. As the 
pawl 764 is permitted to return to the right from 
the position shown in Figure 14, the pin 764D 
riding on the camming extension 65C lifts the 
pawl 764 from engagement with the rack, there 
by releasing said rack and the arm Ti O for re 
turn to normal position under the tension of 
Spring 722 (Figures 10 and 12). 
Means are provided for holding the pawl out 

of engagement with the rack until a complete 
return thereof. The pawls having been lifted 
from engagement with the rack by movement 
of the trip slide 700, are free, in the absence of 
other means, to again engage the same upon 
release of the slide 700 from the pin 7 ff. To 
provide for such contingency, the depending arm 
766 (Figures 13 and 14) is notched to engage a 
pin 66B on the supporting plate under the in 
fluence of the Spring 767 when the retaining pawl 
765 and arm 766 have been raised by the lever 
702, as shown in Figure 14, Said arm 766 serves 
to hold the pawls 765 and 764 from engage 
ment with the rack 73 until a pin 3A on 
Said rack engages the said arm during the re 
turn of the rack to Zero position, thus complet 
ing a release of all parts and a restoration there 
Of to normal position. 
Means are provided for disengaging the clutch 

upon movement of the trip slide during the last 
rotation of said actuator. Said means com 
prises the inclined edge of the lever TO2, which, 
upon forward movement thereof, is adapted to 
engage a pin f2 A on the latch bar 2 (Figure 
11), raising the same and permitting the clutch 
bellcrank 5 to rock into engagement with the 
clutch housing under the influence of spring 8 
to disengage the clutch, and lock the same in 
full cycle position in the manner described in 
the aforesaid patent. 
Means are provided for releasing a depressed 

multiplier key upon movement of the trip slide 
during the last actuation determined by said key. 
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A link TO4 (Figure 10) is secured to the trip 
slide T00 at 700A, said link being slotted at its 
forward end to receive a pin 735B secured to 
the slide 735. Said pin normally rests in the 
forward end of the slot, as shown in Figure 10, 
so that rearward movement of the trip slide 00 
is imparted to the key latching slide 35 to move 
the same rearwardly to release a depressed key 
730. However, rearward movement of the slide 
35 upon depression of a key 30 imparts no 
movement to the link 704 and the trip slide 700. 
This release of a depressed key 30 occurs slight 
ly before the middle of the last actuation or rota 
tion of the actuator. 
Means are provided to disable the power re 

storing mechanism for the Selecting mechanism 
during multiple addition during all rotations of 
the actuator prior to the last determined by a 
depressed multiplier key. 
Due to the construction and operation of the 

multiplying mechanism described above, a de 
pressed multiplier key is locked down by the bar 
735 until sometime during the first half of the 
last rotation of the actuator effected by Said key, 
when it is released due to instrumentalities mov 
ing the slide bar 735 to the rear. Thus it is evil 
dent that the parallel bar 75C will be depressed 
with the key and held in its depressed position 
until the first half of the last rotation of the cal 
culating operation, when it will be released to 
return to its elevated position. This movement 
of the bar 750 is utilized during the performance 
of multiple addition, the operation in which a 
single item may be added a plurality of times to 
a previous sum by the depression of a multiplier 
key, to disconnect the selection power restoring 
mechanism during all multiplying rotations of 
the actuator except the last, during which it is 
again connected to effect power restoration of 
the selecting mechanism. This is accomplished 
through the provision of a lever 743 journaled 
at T43A to the plate 732, said lever being provided 
on its lower end with a laterally projecting pin 
44 underlying the parallel bar 50 (Figure 8) 
and provided on an upward projecting arm with 
a similar pin 745 (Figures 6 and 8) overlying the 
nose 338 of the pushlink 337 with which it comes 
in contact upon depression of the add key 250 
which, as described hereinbefore, elevates the 
pushlink 337 so that the nose 338 is in direct con 
tacting alignment with the lateral projection 
32.8B of the member 328. It will be remembered 
that the nose 338 is so constructed that further 
upward movement relative to the pushlink 33 
is impossible but that a downward movement on 

70 

its pivot point 339 relative to the pushlink 33 
is only restrained by the tension of the spring 340 
which invariably holds its stopping projection 
338A against the forward nose of the pushlink 
8s, unless the nose 338 is forced downwardly 
by other instrumentalities. 
Thus it is obvious during the performance of 

addition, while the add key 250 is maintained 
in depressed position with the nose 338 in its ele 
vated position to effect power restoration of the 
selecting mechanism during each rotation of 
the actuator, depression of a multiplier key and 
consequently the parallel bar 750, through the 
lever 743 and its extended pin 745, effects a down 
ward movement of the nose 338 about the pivot 
339 against the tension of the Spring 340, there 
by rendering a forward oscillation ineffective on 
the member 328 until the first half of the last ro 
tation of the actuator when the depressed multi 
plier key and the parallel bar 739 will be released 
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to permit return of the lever 743 by its elevating 
spring 746, thereby again rendering the nose 338 
effective on the member 328B so that the power 
restoration operation of the selecting mechanism 
may take place as usual in the last half of the 
final rotation of the actuator. 

Clear key mechanism 
Means are provided under control of a key 350 

(Figure 3), herein designated as the clear key, 
for releasing all depressed keys of the keyboard 
and subsequently returning all selecting mech 
anisms to their zero position. The stem of this 
clear key is slidably supported on its upper por 
tion by being disposed through an aperture in 
the keyboard plate, and is journaled on its lower 
end to a bellcrank 352 which in turn is pivotally 
mounted on the plate 20 at 353. The stem of 
the clear key is provided with a projection 35 
which serves as a stop to said key in its elevated 
position by said projection being held against the 
top key plate through the tension of the spring 
354 tensioned between the vertical extremity of 
the bellcrank 352 and a suitable stud fixed in 
the plate 20. Journaled at an intermediate 
point on the vertical extremity of the bellcrank 
352 on the stud 332 is a connecting link 355, the 
other end of which is disposed through a slot in 
the gate 255 where it is held by means of a cotter 
pin 355A locked through a suitable aperture in 
the forward end of the connecting link 355. The 
construction of this mechanism is such that the 
initial downward movement of the clear key 350 
Will result in a Sufficient rearward movement of 
the gate 255 to effect release of all depressed keys 
Of the keyboard in the manner described in con 
nection with Figure . 
Means are provided whereby the remainder of 

the movement of the clear key 350 immediately 
following the release of the depressed keys of 
the keyboard is utilized to effect the necessary 
movement of the Selection restoring gate 325 to 
immediately restore all displaced selecting 
mechanisms to their zero position. This is ac 
complished through provision of a laterally ex 
tending pin 332 which, as described hereinbefore, 
lies immediately in front and in contact with 
upper extremity of the lever 329 and serves as a 
stop against further counter-clockwise move 
ment thereof about its pivot point 329B under the 
urge of the tension spring 33. It is evident that 
the counter-clockwise oscillation imparted to the 
bellcrank 352 by depression of the clear key 350 
will, through the pin 332, imparts a clockwise os 
cillation to the lever 329 and consequently the 
necessary forward oscillation of the gate 325, to 
restore all the displaced selection bars to zero 
position, as described in connection with Figure 

. The construction of the Several parts is such 
that a sufficient amount of lost motion is provid 
ed so that all depressed keys will be released be 
fore the edge 325A of the restoring gate 325 
contacts the vertical surface 32E (Figure 1) of 
any displaced selecting bars. 

Power control and interlocks 
The machine comprising the present invention 

is provided with a motor which is adapted to be 
intermittently connected to the calculating 
mechanism by manipulation of the several con 
trolling members of the machine which also 
maintain this connection during the entire per 
formance of the calculating operation represent 
ed by said manipulated controlling member. The 
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Construction of the Several working parts is such 
that even though said controlling members are 
restored to their normal, inoperative position 
during any part of a rotation of the actuator, 
that particular rotation will be completed and 
the actuator will invariably be arrested and 
locked in full cycle position at the end thereof. 
Since all depressed keys of the keyboard are 

released during the first half of the rotation of 
the actuator and the selecting mechanism is not 
power returned until toward the latter part of the 
last half of the rotation, means are provided to 
rigidly lock the registered selection into the actu 
ator until just before the power restoration oper 
ation of the selecting mechanism. The heads 80?, 
of a set of locking arms 800 (Figure 1), fixed on 
the shaft 802, are adapted to be forced into any 
One of the notches 305C of the drum can 305 
where they are held during the time the actuator 
is out of full cycle position. This is accomplished 
by means of an arm 804 also fixed on the shaft 
802, and adapted to be held in contact with the 
periphery of a cam 806 by a spring 805 tensioned 
between the supporting bracket for the shaft 802 
and an arm 803 which is also fixed to said shaft. 
When the actuator nears full cycle position, the 
head of the arm 804 drops into a depression 806A 
Of the cam 806, thereby releasing the selection, 
in which position it remains until further rota 
tion of the actuator, when the head of the arm 
804 is again forced to the outer radial surface of 
the cam 806, which again rocks the heads 80 of 
the locking arms 800 into one of the notches 305C. 
Means are also provided for actuating this lock 

ing means whenever an operating bar or a multi 
plier key is depressed. A link 808 connects the 
lower end of the arm 803 with a gate 80 (Figures 
1 and 8) pivoted at 807A, which gate carries an 
extension 809 (Figure 8) lying immediately to the 
rear of a roller 80 journaled on the rearward 
link 5. Thus it is seen that depression of any 
multiplier key which imparts a downward and 
rearward movement to the roller 80, will con 
tinuously lock the selection into the actuator, re 
gardless of the number of rotations thereof, in 
stead of the intermittent locking and releasing 
which would be afforded through the cam 806. 
Other machine controls that require more than 
one consecutive rotation of the actuator to per 
form their particular calculation are also provided 
with means for manipulating the gate 807. 

nism, 
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I claim: 
1. In a calculating machine, actuating mecha 

nism, a series of depressible numeral keys, latch 
ing means therefor, a differential member settable 
by Said keys upon depression thereof, normally in 
active means operable in timed relationship with 
said actuating mechanism for releasing said key 
latching means and restoring said differential 
member to normal position, and means responsive 
to such restoration of said member for retaining 
the Same in normal position, Said retaining means 
being releasable upon depression of any of said 
keyS. 

2. In a calculating machine, actuating mecha 
nism, a series of depressible numeral keys, latch 
ing means therefor, a differential member settable 
by Said keys upon depression thereof, normally in 
active means operable in timed relationship with 
Said actuating mechanism for releasing said key 
latching means and restoring said differential 
member to normal position, means responsive to 
such restoration of said member for retaining the 
same in normal position, said restraining means 
being releasable upon depression of any of said 
keys, and a settable device for enabling said key 
latching releasing and differential member restor 
ing means. 

3. In a calculating machine, actuating mecha 
nism, settable selecting mechanism therefor, 
means operable in timed relationship with said 
actuating mechanism for positively driving said 
Selecting mechanism to normal position, settable 
means for rendering said driving means effective, 
means including a manually operable member for 
initiating and controlling plural cycle operation 
of Said actuating mechanism, and means con 
trolled by said last named means for rendering 
said Settable means ineffective. 

4. In a calculating machine, actuating mecha 
settable selecting mechanism therefor, 

means selectively settable to effective or ineffec 
tive condition and operable in timed relationship 
with said actuating mechanism for positively driv 
ing said selecting mechanism to normal position, 
means including a manually operable member for 
initiating and controlling plural cycle operations 
of said actuating mechanism, and means con 
trolled by said last named means for selectively 
Setting said driving means. 

HAROLD T. AVERY. 
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